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available. The scheduling software
is able to generate schedule files in
the VEX format, which can be
directly used to carry out actual
satellite
observations.
The
contributing radio antennas can be
controlled directly with the issued
schedule files by commanding
sequences of discrete topocentric
positions,
without
additional
modifications in the antenna control
intended for satellite tracking at the
stations.
Several
experiments
with
observations
to
GLONASS
satellites were carried out on the
baseline Onsala – Wettzell in
January 2014 based on schedules
generated
with
VieVS.
The
correlations of the recorded data
showed, that the observations –
and therefore the scheduling with
VieVS – were successful. The
development
of
convenient
scheduling software in the form of
the new VieVS module is an
important
step
towards
an
operational
and
automatized
implementation
of
VLBI
observations of satellite signals.
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In September 2014, the 5th VieVS
User-Workshop will be held
following the release of the newest
version (VieVS 2.2). It includes an
updated graphical user interface, a
source structure simulator and
more refined capabilities for
scheduling and the global solution.
The Vienna VLBI Software, which
has been developed since 2008 by
the VLBI group at the Vienna
University of Technology with
important contributions from other
groups worldwide, is written in
Matlab, which allows for short and
clear source code and therefore
makes the insight in VLBI
processing easier for students. In
the near future we will include a
Kalman filter and add the possibility
to schedule observations to
satellites. Furthermore we will work
on a more rigorous implementation
of the NetCDF format for VLBI data
files.

On the analysis of VLBI
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Space geodetic techniques such as
Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) and Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) are used
for the determination of celestial
and terrestrial reference frames
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plans, and progress on the
next generation celestial
reference frame
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ICRF-3 seeks to improve upon the
highly successful ICRF-2. Our
goals are to improve the precision,
spatial and frequency coverage
relative to the ICRF-2 by 2018. This
date is driven by the desire to
create radio frames that are ready
for comparison with the Gaia
optical frame.
Several specific actions are
underway. A collaboration has
started to improve at S/X-band
precision of the VLBA Calibrator
Survey's ~2200 sources which are
typically 5 times less precise than
the rest of the ICRF-2. S/X-band
southern precision improvements
are underway with observations
using southern antennas such as
the AuScope and HartRAO, S.
Africa.
We also seek to improve radio
frequency coverage with X/Ka and
K-band work. An X/Ka frame of 646
sources now has full sky coverage
from the addition of a 2nd southern
station in Argentina, which should

strengthen
the
southern
hemisphere in general. A K-band
collaboration has formed with
similar coverage and southern
precision goals.
On the analysis front, special
attention is being given to
combination techniques both of
VLBI frames and of multiple data
types. Consistency of the CRF with
the TRF and EOP is another area
of concern.
Comparison of
celestial frame solutions from
various groups is underway in
order to identify and correct
systematic errors.
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Radio-loud quasars making up the
Celestial Reference Frame are
dynamic objects with significant
structure
that
changes
on
timescales of months and years.
This is a problem for geodetic
VLBI, which has so far largely
treated quasars as point sources in
analysis. I will describe the source
structure
simulator
recently
implemented in the Vienna VLBI
Software (VieVS) package, and
quantify the effects of various
levels of source structure on the
TRF and CRF. I will also discuss
the observed relationship between
astrophysical properties of quasars,
their
structure
and
geodetic
stability. By simulating quasar
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structure and evolution in VieVS,
we have devised various quasar
mitigation
strategies.
These
include: (1) astrophysically-based
quasar selection techniques; (2)
scheduling sources by taking into
account source structure; and (3)
analyzing geodetic observations
using
knowledge
of
source
structure. I will describe our
simulation results, and outline
promising
source
structure
mitigation strategies.

On the selection of
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IAU-approved
International
Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF)
is based on the source position
catalog
obtained
from
VLBI
observations. It is expected that by
the end of this decade, the new
highly accurate Gaia Celestial
Reference Frame (GCRF) will be
available. Comparison and merging
of these frames is one of the
central tasks of contemporary
astrometry. The accuracy of the
ICRF–GCRF link would benefit of
larger number of extragalactic
objects, primarily quasars, which
have precise VLBI-derived position
and are bright enough to be reliably
observed with Gaia. Currently
accepted list of radio sources
intended for link between radio and
optical ICRS realizations proposed
by Bourda et al. (2010) is under
extensive observations in the IVS
programs. An extended list of
optically bright radio sources
suitable for the alignment of GCRF

to ICRF is
presentation.

discussed
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A proposed combination
process for ICRF-3
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Historically, the combination of
radio source catalogs has always
been carried out on the basis of
positions and its formal errors with
sets of transformation parameters,
which often went beyond the three
elementary rotation angles. With
the increasing computing power of
today, the transfer of the full
variance-covariance information to
the final catalog is possible, if the
covariance matrix or the system of
normal equations is provided.
Furthermore,
for
such
a
combination to work, certain
conditions, which are quite similar
to those of terrestrial reference
frame combinations, have to be
fulfilled. We will describe the
proposed method for combining a
position catalog of X/S-band
observations with that of a Ka/Xband project and show first results.

The X/Ka-band (8.4/32 GHz)
Celestial Reference Frame:
Results from combined
NASA-ESA baselines
including Malargüe,
Argentina
C.S. Jacobs1, S. Horiuchi2, J.E.
Clark1, C. García-Miró3, R. Maddè4,
M. Mercolino4, P. Pope2, A.
Romero-Wolf1, L. Snedeker5, I.
Sotuela3, and L.A. White1
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determine and compare global
rotations among the frames.

Earth orientation
parameters for VLBA
Calibrator Survey sessions
Hana Krásná and Johannes Böhm
Vienna University of Technology, Austria

Twenty-four
VLBA
Calibrator
Survey (VCS) observing sessions
with ten radio telescopes in North
America, each 24 hours long, were
carried out between 1994 and 2007
in six campaigns with the primary
goal of estimating and improving
positions of source coordinates.
Two thirds of the sources in the
ICRF-2 are from those VCS
sessions and have a precision
about five times worse than nonVCS sources owing to the limited
number of observations per source.
We investigate the impact of the
Earth orientation parameters on the
estimated source positions from the
VCS sessions. For that purpose we
apply the combined IERS C04 08
series as well as series from GNSS
observations alone, and we rely on
the Earth orientation parameters
estimated from the VLBA sessions
themselves.
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SHAO has set about establishing
Chinese Earth Rotation and
Reference
System
Service
(CERS). We hope CERS could
publish our Terrestrial Reference
Frame (TRF) and EOP products,
VLBI/SLR/GNSS/DORIS products
and
VLBI/SLR/GNSS/DORIS
SINEX solutions about sites’
position and EOP. And also we try
to provide our gravity field results,
geophysical fluid fields, IGMAS and
regional TRF products. Now CERS
has not been completely finished.
But our TRF-- SHAO 2013
Terrestrial Reference Frame and
EOPs have been finished. The TRF
and EOPs results were obtained
based on the SINEX solutions of
the space geodetic techniques
such as VLBI, SLR, GNSS and
DORIS. The accuracy of EOPs is
similar with that of DGFI’s EOPs
with respect to IERS 08 C04. The
accuracy is about 0.11 mas for
PMX, 0.08 mas for PMY, 0.010ms
for UT1-UTC and 0.02ms for LOD.
The position and velocity for our
TRF are close to that of ITRF2008
for regular space geodetic sites.
The accuracy is better than 5mm
for positions and 1mm/yr for
velocities. The adopted data is till
February 2014. These results will
be shared by web site. EOP
products include weekly updated
precise EOP similar IERS C04 and
daily quick EOP products similar to
IERS bulletin A. The SHAO TRF
(STRF) will be updated weekly too.
It can provide the epoch Terrestrial
Reference Frame.

The degree of the no-netrotation and no-nettranslation of the TRF
Minghui Xu1,2, Julian A. Mora-Diaz1,
Virginia Raposo-Pulido1, Robert
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